Supply Chain Management

Bringing Modernization and Agility to the Tactical Edge
CACI brings domain expertise, agility, and transparency in the delivery of mission-essential systems for the enterprise and at the tactical edge for border protection, humanitarian efforts, food and supply distribution, ship maintenance, and operational medicine. We implement, secure, integrate, sustain, modernize, and transform enterprise resource planning (ERP), supply chain systems and applications at scale. We maximize the business value these systems generate – delivering cost savings, process efficiencies, accessibility to data, and robust analytics for rapid decision-making.

CACI leans forward, innovating with the latest technologies, artificial intelligence, and Robotic Process Automation driven to improve efficiency and effectiveness for our customers. Our industry-leading Agile Solution Factory (ASF) processes provide transparency into delivery, enabling our proven framework of people, processes, and tools to drive results at a higher delivery velocity and speed them to market. CACI's advanced analytics and operations dashboards provide transparency into operational status, areas for efficiency improvement, and performance measures. Our approach amplifies our ability to sustain applications and systems, and then rapidly deliver the modernization that advances capabilities for the dynamic environments and critical missions we support. We deliver modernization at the speed of mission.
CACI delivers transparency into every aspect of our sustainment and modernization efforts. We’re data-driven, utilizing advanced analytics to improve performance, secure systems, develop new capabilities, deliver efficiencies, and improve the effectiveness of the systems and applications enabling our customers’ missions. Our integrated solutions, operations dashboards, and Agile Solution Factory (ASF) methodology increase visibility into data and performance to improve our customers’ ability to rapidly make decisions from the enterprise level to the tactical edge.
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CACI’s approximately 23,000 talented employees are vigilant in providing the unique expertise and distinctive technology that address our customers’ greatest enterprise and mission challenges. Our culture of good character, innovation, and excellence drives our success and earns us recognition as a Fortune World’s Most Admired Company. As a member of the Fortune 1000 Largest Companies, the Russell 1000 Index, and the S&P MidCap 400 Index, we consistently deliver strong shareholder value. Visit us at www.caci.com.
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